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Abstract
Butler University’s basketball team has been in the Big East Conference since
2013 and is known for having a distinct home court advantage named ‘Hinkle
Magic’ by fans. It is of interest to identify how home court advantage affects
a Big East team’s ability to play to its full potential to generate wins and
what factors are most accurate in measuring this potential. This project will
utilize the Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA) to answer these questions
using panel data collected from each Big East Team from the 2013-2014
to 2019-2020 seasons. With this approach, we define ‘frontier’ as a team’s
maximum attainable wins given the strength of their program and compare
this threshold to the team’s actual success during the season. An advanced
version of SFA was then used to model Butler Basketball’s team efficiency
based on location and identify which factors are significantly effected by
location.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This section outlines the ideation and inspiration that motivated this research. It will also highlight past works conducted with similar objectives
and provide an overview of the statistical methodology used in this thesis.

1.1

Background

Charles Barkley, the legendary NBA Hall of Fame forward, once described the
use of statistics in basketball “as crap” and called sports analysts “a bunch
of guys who ain’t never played the game [and who] never got the girls in high
school” (Golliver, 2015). The remarks made by Barkley exemplify the deep
reluctance of coaches, athletes, and managers to acknowledge and respect
the importance of statistics in sports. Although the era of fantasy sports,
sports betting, and sport video games have popularized the use of statistics
amongst fans, “the people who [are] paid to manage professional teams [often
fail] to see the point” and rarely even “[bother] to compile the information
they [need to] analyze their action intelligently” (Lewis, 2013). Their unwillingness to use statistics stems from an illusion of ignorance caused by the
emotional charge of athletics and the tendency of former players to oversimplify or dramatize the game based on their own experiences. This mentality
corrupts the decision-making process in sports as personal beliefs and biases
often overpower the objective evidence available through statistical analysis. Consequently, without the use of statistics, sports teams are plagued by
inefficiency and are overly reliant on luck.
A common misconception that upholds the illusion of ignorance is the
belief that statistical models born from academia are incompatible with and
cannot accurately capture the nature of athletics. As a matter of fact, many
people simply “don’t think of [sports] as having an intelligent underpinning”
1

and struggle to fathom how physical events can be accurately captured by
numbers (Lewis, 2013). In other words, they grapple with the idea that
sports are quantifiable and the skills required to play them are measurable.
However, Michael Lewis’ bestseller Moneyball: The Art of Winning an Unfair Game forever established the merit and accuracy of sports analytics
while stimulatingly making it trendy. Jokingly, it calls baseball “a soap
opera that,” contrary to popular belief, “lends itself to probabilistic thinking” (Lewis, 2013). The book, and later Hollywood blockbuster, frames the
sports industry as operating like a stock market in which profit is measured
in wins rather than dollars. Moneyball explains how the failure to apply
statistics to sports has created a highly inefficient system in which players
and skills are inaccurately valued by emotion and bias rather than reflective
performance statistics. Like the stock market, inaccurate pricing on assets,
such as players and skills, has created arbitrage opportunities in sports that
only those who utilize statistics are privy to.
The story of Moneyball centers around Billy Bean, the general manager
of the Major League Baseball (MLB) team the Oakland A’s, who exploited
these arbitrage opportunities by relying on statistics, rather than personal
opinion, when making drafting decisions. Although the Oakland A’s were
the second poorest MLB team, Billy Beane was able to lead the team to
the second-most regular-season wins in the major leagues in 2002 because he
was the only baseball executive implementing statistics. Understanding the
limited size of his checkbook, Billy Beane set out “looking for inefficiencies
in the game” to find undervalued players he could afford in what “amounted
[to be] a systematic investigation of their sport” through data (Lewis, 2013).
Thanks to statistics, Billy Beane ran the most efficient team in baseball by
paying the least amount of money per win (approximately 500,000 dollars)
while the “most profligate rich” teams spent “nearly 3 million for each win”
(Lewis, 2013).
Not only did Billy Beane challenge the conventions of Major League Baseball, but the success he contributed to statistics had a ripple effect across
other major sports. Moneyball transformed how people thought about and
played games around the world and thus the industry of sports analytics was
born. More importantly, the Billy Beane story put pressure on professional,
and some collegiate, teams to do away with their veil of ignorance and start
utilizing statistics in decisions. This is particularly true in the sport of basketball whose data revolution has been pegged as the ‘Science of Moving
Dots’ for how its technology displays players as dots on a court.
Since the sport’s invention, data collection in basketball was limited to
the standard scorebook and box scores that were minuscule and devoid of
detail. For context, this practice meant that the official raw data of pro2

fessional basketball from 1891 to 1946 consisted only of “field goals made,
fouls, free throws made and attempted, and total points were tallied and totaled” (Colas, 2020). Things such as “assists, rebounds, turnovers, blocked
shots and steals were gradually added” by 1979 when the National Basketball
Association (NBA) introduced the three-point line (Colas, 2020). The fact
that data collection remained so stagnant and bare while the game dramatically evolved emphasizes that for its first century as a sport, statistics was
insignificant in decision-making.
This, however, all changed when the field of sports analytics began to
emerge via the catalyst of Moneyball that ultimately made the transition
to data trendy. The first step to leveraging the power of statistics required
moving well beyond the severely outdated scorecard and box score. Richer
datasets with more data points and attributes were needed to yield accurate
analyses and predictions from statistical models. Basketball experienced the
same growing pains a lot of other industries, such as business and healthcare,
were also going through as they emerged into the era of big data. Therefore,
although basketball’s data collection methods were rather archaic, teams
were able to borrow preexisting solutions being used in other fields. This
combined with the rise of advanced technology lead to an explosion of data
in basketball. To put it in perspective, a single NBA game between the
Toronto Raptors and Cleveland Cavaliers on December 21, 2018, counted
“2,850 different events in thirty-three different categories” alone not including
the “hundreds of different metrics derived by performing calculations with the
totals tallied in those thirty-three different categories” (Colas, 2020). Such
a dramatic increase in data was made possible by digital data production
technology - such as machine learning, computer vision, and spatiotemporal
pattern recognition - that could capture and recorded more detailed events
in the game than ever humanly possible.
While the sport exceeded its goal to collect more data in the 1990s and
the early 2000s, it ironically reversed its problem. Basketball went from not
having enough data to having too much. With access to such large and thorough datasets, decision-makers were faced with an overwhelming amount of
information to stiff through and struggled to identify what data points were
most useful. The fact of the matter is, “not everything that can be counted
counts and not everything that counts can be counted” (Colas, 2020). This
has flipped the current objective of basketball analytics from determining
how game performance can be measured to what measurements matter to
game performance. Yet, this posed another issue for managers, coaches,
and players whose specialty is solely what happens on the court. With the
complexity of big data and associated technology, basketball organizations
now needed highly-trained STEM professionals to store, access, manage and
3

interpret the information. However, interestingly enough, though the introduction of academia to fill these roles in basketball didn’t seem like a natural
collaboration given the physical nature of the game, it actually brought the
sport back to its roots.
When basketball was invented in 1891, creator James Naismith was dedicated to using athletics as a means to improve human efficiency through his
employment at the local Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA). Aligning with the YMCA’s belief that physical education was the “antecedent to
the normal development of [a man’s] mental and spiritual” character, Naismith sought to create sports that were not rooted in competition or motivated by perfecting bodily strength (Colas, 2020). In need of such an activity
that could serve as an alternative to the injury-prone sport of football and be
played indoors during the winters, he devised basketball. Although none of
the other games he created reached similar fame, they were all intentionally
crafted in hopes of improving “the capacity of human beings to fulfill their
certain desirable and natural functions,” or more simply put, their efficiency
(Colas, 2020).
The core of the Science of Moving Dots takes on a similar affinity for
improving human efficiency, however on the court rather than in moralistic
development. As a matter of fact, the CEO of Second Spectrum, an industry leader in technology for basketball analytics, promised that because of
the Science of Moving Dots, “[players] will move better, [players] will move
smarter, [and players] will move forward” (Colas, 2020). All of these improvements are the desired outcome of efficiency, which by definition, is achieving
the ideal potential amount of output using as few inputs as possible. This
rhetoric of efficiency was borrowed from other industries via the specialized
STEM professionals powering the growth of basketball analytics, many of
whom are economists, mathematicians, or data scientists by training. Instead of developing new statistical models to fit the needs of the sport, they
simply adapted existing ones already in use in their field rather than starting
from scratch. The success and fame of Billy Beane’s approach that framed
the MLB draft like the stock market, legitimized and popularized the practice
of borrowing knowledge from other industries for the betterment of athletics.
Beane particularly established the linkage between economics and sports
because his obsession with increasing efficiency directly aligns with the main
objective of any business. Although Moneyball popularized collaboration
between the two fields, they are seemingly a natural fit both on and off
the court. The main concern of professional sports teams is obviously game
performance; however, it is also important to remember they are also corporations with employees and products. Their opportunities on the field
are dependent on the financial wellness of the organization whose revenue
4

streams include ticket and merchandise sales, TV deals, and naming rights.
Economists argue that “due to the saturated market” of professional athletics, “it is especially important for sports organizations to function with
maximum efficiency” and doing so requires the “extensive use of data”( Colas, 2020). Thus, the role of statistics is even more critical for performance on
the court because it also safeguards the economy that funds it. Not only do
sports and business need to work together to maintain the health of a professional athletic team, but they share a similar commitment to efficiency. This
makes economic models easily transferable into basketball contexts because
both are sifting through the data looking for the same information - how to
increase output using less input.
If the Science of Moving Dots relies so heavily on the concept of efficiency,
it is important to define what it specifically means in a basketball setting.
A prominent figure in the early days of basketball analytics, Dean Oliver,
pioneered two powerful and widely used statistical measures known as offensive and defensive rating. Essentially, these are the ratios of points scored or
allowed, respectively, per possession. Oliver ultimately created the offensive
and defensive rating to serve as a quantifiable measure for efficiency, which
he believed, was the fundamental attribute of a team. In fact, he considered
these measures to be accurate predictors of success by “[redefining] winning”
to mean “scoring more points than [the] opponent with the same number of
possessions” (Colas, 2020). Through this groundbreaking analysis, Oliver established the link between victory and efficiency that only gained more merit
when Moneyball popularized the same concept in baseball. As a result, efficiency has become a buzzword in the world of basketball analytics. And
rightfully so. Further research conducted by economists found that “95 percent of wins can be explained by team’s efficiency measures” (Colas, 2020).
Therefore, in the terminology of the Science of Moving Dots, efficiency has
become synonymous with success.
To commit to this mentality of efficiency and fully embrace analytics
though, the basketball community must also commit to releasing its bias
about the game. Not only did it take the sport decades to value statistics, but Dean Oliver believes that human emotion corrupted the Science of
Moving Dots in its early days. Although data had a growing importance in
decision-making analysis was generated via models built on the same bias
that statistics was supposed to overcome. Oliver heavily criticized the work
of basketball analysts before him by calling their models “approximate ways
of representing someone’s opinion about the quality of players [created in the
hopes] of better matching their personal beliefs” (Colas, 2020). That is, he
argued early participants in the Science of Moving Dots were fitting models to bias in order to uphold their preconceived notions rather than fitting
5

them to the data. In this case, the use of statistics is ineffective in decisionmaking because it removes the trust in data as being impartial. Thus, in
order to maintain the objectivity for which numbers are valued, Oliver holds
sports analysts to the same standard as the coaches, players, and owners that
Moneyball publicly ridiculed for being under an illusion of ignorance. They
must relinquish their bias, no matter how intense, even Butler University
Basketball.
There are few fandoms where the emotional attachment to the game is
greater than with Butler Men’s Basketball. To put into perspective, their
supporters believe the team’s success is reliant on magic. More specifically,
‘Hinkle Magic’ which is the notion that playing at home in Hinkle Fieldhouse
has a miraculously positive impact on game-time performance. While home
advantage is a widely believed phenomenon for many teams in many sports,
Butler takes it to another level. The effect of fans packed from brick wall
to brick wall cheering on the team makes the emotional charge of Hinkle
undeniably special and certainly swings the environmental momentum of a
game in Butler’s favor. So intense is the crowd energy that, oftentimes, home
wins are publicly credited to fan involvement. It has even led to Hinkle being
named third among the top ten college basketball venues by NBC Sports for
its electric atmosphere and rich history (NBC Sports Washington, 2015).
While the magical feeling of Hinkle on a gameday may be hard to describe
in words, it certainly “has [an] effect on people”, whether they are on the
court or sitting around it (Angevine, 2015). Known as Indiana’s Cathedral
of Basketball, Butler fans pride themselves on the powerful and unique home
advantage created by their iconic brick fieldhouse.
To challenge the highly subjective bias surrounding ‘Hinkle Magic’, this
research project will utilize the SFA model to determine the extent of Butler’s home advantage and how it manifests on the court. More specifically,
this study will remove the ‘illusion of ignorance’ and objectively determine
why and how playing at Hinkle has such a dramatic positive effect on team
efficiency.

6

Figure 1: Graph of Points over 134 Games by Location

1.2

Literature Review

Even if Butler’s rhetoric of magic is unmerited, considerable academic research has verified that the notion of home advantage that is universally
believed to exist across many sports actually does exist. These studies have
confirmed teams do in fact have more optimal performance statistics when
playing in their own venues. For example, a study by Courneya Carron
(1992) quantitatively synthesized previous research on the home advantage
from a variety of sports to analyze if home advantage exists in all sports. The
study classified home advantage as the phenomenon of winning more than
50 percent of games played at home because if the advantage did not exist,
teams would have an equal probability of winning a game at home as they
would on the road. Through their research, not only did Courneya Carron conclude that nearly every sport experiences home advantage, but that
basketball has the strongest phenomenon of home advantage compared to
other sports as teams routinely win approximately 65 percent of their home
sporting contests.
Furthermore, other studies have agreed that home advantage is real; however, home advantage is more attributed to the fanbase in attendance rather
than the venue itself. Research conducted by D. Randall Smith (2003) studied the influence of crowd support and involvement on the outcome of a
sporting event. The study concluded that the sociological impact of crowds
at games is instrumental in creating home advantage as performance improves with positive fan participation. The fact of the matter is, crowds
7

dominate the atmosphere of a game and their influence can easily swing
momentum and player confidence. Thus, Smith’s study upholds the commonly made assumption that teams who draw larger crowds and have larger
fan bases will experience extraordinary home advantages. His study even
suggests that teams who host consistently sold-out games via season ticket
holders have a greater advantage because it guarantees positive fan participation. This in point redefines home advantage to mean playing with the
fanbase.
Though home advantage has been a proven phenomenon, there remains
the mystery of why it exists. This is because while fan energy can psychologically impact team performance by swinging momentum and player
confidence, it cannot directly contribute to a victory. In basketball, a win is
solely measured in points earned with respect to the opponent, therefore, the
physical actions on the court that generate or withhold baskets are the only
factors that can truly influence a game’s result. Thus, objectively speaking,
crowd attendance and participation should not be as influential as research,
like that done by Courneya Carron, suggests. Ironically, fans are not moving
the ball around the hardwood, yet, their presence in the fieldhouse can sway
the outcome of a game. If they cannot directly impact the game, the question researchers now have is how home advantage manifests itself in player
performance.
Returning back to the rhetoric of efficiency popularized by Moneyball, a
common approach to answering this has been turning to economic models and
concepts similar to those used by Billy Beane. The objective is to compare
the results of these models run with home vs. away performance data to
isolate which factors are most readily affected by game location. A study was
conducted on this premise by David Yi, Ph.D. (2017) utilized an economic
model known as the stochastic production frontier model to determine why
playing at home is so influential to NCAA basketball teams. Although this
model is designed to determine how far away a firm is from optimal costefficiency and production, the study leveraged its profit maximization tools to
conclude that “it is not simply playing aggressively at home or the familiarity
of the home court that gives the home teams an advantage” (Yi, 2017).
Rather, the study deemed “the home court atmosphere” as the factor that
most readily motivates “the home teams to play up to their potential” (Yi,
2017). This study not only reaffirmed the significance of fan participation in
creating a home advantage, but it characterized a crowd’s positive impact as
increasing the team’s efficiency.
The next step is to expand upon Yi’s research and identify exactly what
on-court performance factors change when players are experiencing the psychological effect of playing in a home atmosphere. Utilizing SFA, it is possible
8

to write a team’s scoring potential as a function of several other offensive and
defensive game measures. By creating this model using home vs. away data,
the variables that are most significant in changing a team’s ability to get
baskets can be isolated. Since increased winning percentage playing at home
correlates to a rise in points when playing at home, we can classify that teams
playing at their own venues are more efficient than on the road because they
score more relative to the opponent in the same forty-minute game structure.

1.3

Methodology

To challenge the highly subjective bias surrounding ‘Hinkle Magic’, this research project will utilize the SFA model to determine the extent of Butler’s
home advantage and how it manifests on the court. More specifically, this
study will remove the ‘illusion of ignorance’ and objectively determine why
and how playing at Hinkle has such a dramatic positive effect on team efficiency.
Before applying the SFA model, however, it was necessary to preprocess
the data. Once this is complete, SFA modeling will begin. A more advanced
model known as the “Stochastic frontier analysis with technical inefficiency
effects and endogeneity of one input” (SFA-iee) was chosen after learning
about the structure of the data during preprocessing. Undoubtedly, this process will be completed through several iterations of different SFA-iee models
created using unique combinations of variables. Each model will be evaluated
via its practical in terms of the contextual domain and through statistical
measurements alluding to error and significance. Discussion of the model
creation and selection can be found in Chapter 3.
Ultimately, RStudio will be used throughout the project to help complete
these tasks efficiently and accurately. The computational power of RStudio
is required at every step of this research from preprocessing, to modeling in
SFA to model selection. The package necessary for this thesis was sfadv :
Advanced Methods for Stochastic Frontier Analysis. R package version 1.0.1
(Desjeux Latruffe, 2020).

1.4

Objective

To identify how home advantage manifests in basketball performance data
and predicts team efficiency through the lens of Butler Basketball.
In summation, the implementation of the Stochastic Frontier Analysis
redirects this research back into the rhetoric of Billy Bean. By modeling
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the sport like an economic operation, this thesis will analyze the concept of
efficiency in Butler Basketball and how it relates to the phenomena of home
advantage.
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Chapter 2
Dataset and Pre-Processing
Overview
This chapter introduces the dataset utilized in this research and how it was
manipulated to support data mining tasks. A summary of the data is provided as well as a description of the pre-processing method used to prepare
the dataset for application into the Stochastic Frontier Analysis model.

2.1

Data Summary

The dataset used in this research is an aggregate collection of every Butler
Basketball game log released by Sports Reference. This includes data from
the time the team entered the Big East Conference during the 2013-2014
season through the 2019-2020 season. It is structured on the team level rather
than the individual player level as this thesis is concerned with investigating
overall team efficiency and the collective factors that contribute to it. Each
record represents a singular conference game played by the Butler Bulldogs
and provides a statistical recap for each contest. Ultimately, this is classified
as time-series data as points are indexed in chronological order with relatively
equal space between the records.
In total, Butler competed in 232 non-exhibition games between the 20132014 and 2019-2020 seasons. However, only Big East opponents were considered in this research for the sake of comparison because there is a home and
away game against every conference team each season. Thus, the number of
records was reduced to 134 games to only encompass Big East contests. For
reference, excluding Butler, there were nine other Big East schools during
the seasons under consideration. These universities were Creighton, DePaul,
Georgetown, Marquette, Providence, Seton Hall, St. John’s (NY), Villanova,
11

and Xavier.
In its entirety, this dataset in its raw format comprised of the following
24 variables: date, location (home, away, or neutral), opponent name, outcome (win or loss), overtime (yes or no), Butler points scored, opponent
points scored, offensive rating, defensive rating, pace, free throw attempt
rate, 3-point attempt rate, true shooting percentage, total rebound percentage, assist percentage, steal percentage, block percentage, offensive effective
field goal percentage, offensive turnover percentage, offensive rebound percentage, offensive free throws per field goal attempt, opponent effective field
goal percentage, opponent turnover percentage, opponent rebound percentage,
and opponent free throws per field goal attempt.
Several of the above variables were dropped because they represented
repetitive information. In other instances, variables were merged together
into one measure to more efficiently communicate information. Discussion
on this will be provided later in this chapter as well as a list of the final
variables in the dataset with their corresponding acronyms.
Although a rich source, this dataset required thorough pre-processing in
order to prepare it for data mining techniques. The steps necessary to ready
the dataset for application in the Stochastic Frontier Analysis model will be
outlined in this chapter.

2.2

Pre-Processing

Prior to the implementation of the Stochastic Frontier Analysis model, it
was necessary to pre-process the dataset. In its raw format, the data was
not organized in a precise manner which made it difficult to understand
and inefficient to manipulate. In order to prepare the dataset for use in
the model, we therefore employed several pre-processing techniques such as
binarization, aggregation, multicollinearity analysis, numerical descriptions,
outlier analysis, and data visualization. During this stage, we converted
qualitative variables to factor variables to assist in substantial analysis by
ensuring each attribute was stored in the appropriate format. This ultimately
restructured the dataset into a format more conducive for core data mining
tasks and post-analysis.

2.2.1

Time Series Attribute

The model used in this thesis is an advanced version of Stochastic Frontier
Analysis (SFA). This model was developed under the assumption of timeinvariance as early applications were predominantly on cross-sectional data
12

(Battese Tessema, 1993). Various studies by G.E. Battese with differing
collaborators in the early 1990s worked to utilize SFA on panel data. Through
a continued study of paddy farmers in India, Battese and later co-researcher
Coelli discovered that the inefficiency effects of interest in SFA are both
stochastic and dependent on the time of observation. In other words, they
concluded that SFA can be applied to time-series data (Battese Coelli, 1995).
Given the nature of the Butler Basketball game logs, the dataset used
in this research is considered a time series. Therefore, finding a model that
would accommodate the time trend of the records was necessary. Although
there is further discussion in Chapter 3 on the specific type of SFA model
chosen, it is important to note that one of its main arguments allows for a
time trend attribute. Since the raw format dataset only had the date variable,
we created a new variable t to number the games in sequential order.
We also generated a categorical named Season variable to divide the
observations into their respective seasons. This was necessary because the
plain ordering of this time trend variable removed the ability to distinguish
between seasons, which is an important factor in collegiate sports. With
limited years of eligibility and the growing prominence of the transfer portal,
player turnover can completely change the team dynamic. Although they all
wore the Butler colors and played at Hinkle Fieldhouse, some teams from
year to year shared no common players. The SFA model utilized in this
thesis puts heavy emphasis on the efficient use of inputs to generate output.
But, when resources in college basketball are considered to be the skills of
players, this poses a challenge to doing an extended study over the trends of
Butler Basketball. Thus, analyzing the differences between seasons in preprocessing is fundamental to distinguish what conclusions can be generalized
for the Butler Basketball program as a whole vs. what conclusions are season
specific.

2.2.2

Binarization

A fundamental attribute to answering the research question guiding this thesis was the game location. Originally, the game location attribute had three
classes (home, away, and neutral) classes. However, in this thesis, neutral
locations were measured as away. This is because although neither team
technically had home advantage in these contests, any game played outside
the brick and mortar of Hinkle was not influenced by that ‘Hinkle Magic’
being researched. Regardless of the advantage or disadvantage being experienced by the opponent based on location, these games should be categorized
as away as the focus of this research is Butler’s response to playing in various
locations. Through the process of binarization, away games were assigned
13

0, and home games were assigned 1. To distinguish this attribute from the
qualitative location variable, it was named Home Court.

2.2.3

Aggregation

The Butler Basketball Game Log dataset contained several different attributes all pertaining to the points scored during games. This includes
Butler Points Scored,Opponents Points Score and several other variables relating to baskets earned which directly translates to points.We created the
Point Ratio attribute to more concisely describe the point information of
the game, reduce repetition in information and also express the outcome.
This ultimately served as the response variable in this research. Point Ratio
was calculated by dividing Butler Points Scored by Opponent Points Scored.
Any ratio over 1 indicates a Butler victory as Butler points in the numerator
would have needed to be higher than that of the opponent. On the contrary,
ratios less than 0 represent a Butler loss.
Originally, we had used a point differential variable to describe score and
outcome in one attribute to pay homage to Moneyball. Billy Beane based
his statistical work on measuring run differential to analyze how player skill
could turn into wins with the minimal amount of resources. However, the
model used in this thesis takes the logarithm of the response variable and
therefore could not handle negative values. As a result, we chose Point Ratio
as the alternative.
Ultimately, the model that we applied in this research is typically used
in a manufacturing context. In a basic sense, it can predict an operation’s
production potential per the resources available and determine whether or
not a system is efficiently meeting said potential. For businesses, this is
very valuable information to know because wasting input to make output
jeopardizes profit. For basketball though, the different components of manufacturing take another definition. Essentially, input is player skills used to
produce an output of points. Profit is then measured in whether or not the
team wins. Therefore, the variable Point Ratio became fundamental to this
research because it incorporates information on how the output pertains to
profit. Eventually, this attribute became the response variable in the modeling portion of this research.

2.2.4

Multicollinearity Analysis

A fundamental assumption of regression models, like the advanced SFA
model used in this research, is no multicollinearity between attributes. This
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is because it inflates standard errors when testing individual regression coefficients. As a result, determining the statistical significance of these attributes
is more difficult. Also, a primary assumption of the SFA model is that there
is no perfect multicollinearity. Thus, it was essential to identify any correlation between variables before running the regression and run the risk of
having invalid results.
First and foremost, we dropped the attributes Butler Points Scored and
Opponent Points Scored from the dataset to satisfy the SFA assumption of no
perfect multicollinearity. Both were used in the calculated Point Ratio which
could therefore be written as a linear combination of these two variables. Not
to mention, with Point Ratio, Butler Points Scored and Opponent Points
Scored were repetitive measures. Therefore, dropping them from the dataset
did not come at the cost of losing valuable information or measurements.
Additionally, we calculated the correlation coefficient between each attribute to identify if there were any further instances of multicollinearity in
the dataset. Any high absolute values of correlation coefficients were flagged
and investigated to determine if any variable needed to be removed from the
dataset. Below is a plot that displays the correlations between each attribute
in the Butler Basketball game log dataset. Larger correlation coefficients, regardless of direction, are displayed in a dark shade.

Figure 2: Correlation Display with Relevant Attributes
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Two attribute relationships were found to have a moderately high correlation, but for an understandable reason given the context of basketball.
Firstly, the attributes offensive rebound percentage and opponent rebound
percentage both had a notable large correlation to total rebound percentage.
This makes sense though because the reciprocal of one team’s rebound percentage is that of the other team. While these variables are closely related
and are dependent on each other, they are both needed for this research because they break down different subsets of the game necessary for analysis.
Not only do they divide Butler’s performance from its opponent’s, but they
also specify offensive and defensive rebounds too, which are specific enough
to draw tangible conclusions for coaches to implement.
A similar thing can be said for the moderately high correlation between
steals and opponent turnovers. Essentially, they are closely related because a
steal is just one way a team may turn over a ball. Although the information
stored in the steals variable may already be accounted for in the opponent
turnovers variable, it yet again provides a level of detail that coaches need
to successfully implement model results into play. Essentially, turnovers can
happen either by a team’s personal error or a good defensive play by the
opposing team. The opponent turnover variable captures all of the times
Butler’s competition expects to lose the ball and generate point scoring opportunities for Butler at the expense of their own opportunity. Opponent
turnovers, on the other hand, only contains information on the turnovers
Butler is responsible for through their defensive play. More simply put, it
removes the element of opponent error and only counts the turnovers under
Butler’s control. Such information is important for coaches to know when
analyzing team defense.
More concerning, though, is the very high correlation between offensive
effective field goal percentage and true shooting percentage. Both of these
attributes relate to basket scoring efficiency but describe it in different ways.
Offensive effective field goal percentage ultimately ties each shot to its associate point value to calculate shooting accuracy in terms of score. In contrast,
true shooting percentage is a flat measure of shots taken vs. shots made and
includes free throws, unlike offensive effective field goal percentage. Given
how high the correlation between these attributes was, we decided to drop
true shooting percentage from the dataset. This is because not only did offensive effective field goal percentage serve as a richer resource by weighing
shots by their point value, but also because the unique information in true
shooting percentage is covered by free throw rate. Thus, true shooting percentage was dropped for causing multicollinearity in the model and containing
repetitive measures.
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2.2.5

Numerical Descriptions of Final Dataset Attributes

Following binarization, aggregation, and multicollinearity analysis, the finalized list of attributes was obtained. A numerical description of each of these
variables is provided in this section. A table of the variable abbreviations
that may be used through the remainder of the thesis to reference certain
attributes is given in the table below.

Figure 3: Abbreviation Table for Relevant Attributes
Next is a table displaying summaries for each of the final list of 14 quantitative variables that will be used in modeling.

Figure 4: Numerical Summary for Quantitative Relevant Attributes
Finally, a pie chart for each of the four qualitative variables is provided
below.
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Figure 5: Pie Chart for Home Court Attribute

Figure 6: Pie Chart for Season Attribute
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Figure 7: Pie Chart for Opponent Attribute

Figure 8: Pie Chart for Outcome Attribute
It can be seen that there is an approximately equal proportion of each
category within each attribute. More specifically, there is a roughly equal
distribution of games played against each opponent in the dataset for the
opponent attribute. In the season attribute, there is a roughly equal distribution of games played per season in the dataset. Similarly, a roughly equal
distribution of games played at home versus away was found in the home
court variable. Lastly, the outcome variable had a roughly equal number of
wins vs. losses.

2.2.6

Outlier Analysis

The purpose of outlier analysis is to identify any extreme or significantly different values in the dataset. Such data points are known as outliers and can
be detrimental to statistical analysis because of how they skew the data. This
introduces increased variability in the data. Many common parametric statistics like mean, correlation, and standard deviation are particularly sensitive
to outliers. Since these measures are evaluated to satisfy the assumptions
of linear regression, determining the impact of outliers in the dataset was
critical to this research before employing Stochastic Frontier Analysis.
Determining whether or not to remove extreme values is dependent on
the application of the results. In some industries, such as health sciences, for
example, outliers can be helpful in understanding a diverse variety of outcomes and scenarios. Other times, it is appropriate to remove these extreme
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values when doing so does not drastically change results but does affect the
assumptions.
In the Butler Basketball game log dataset, outliers were identified but ultimately kept in the dataset. This is because out of the 135 records available,
17 were found to be extreme values associated with the variables under consideration. Removing these outliers would greatly reduce the sample size and
in turn potentially jeopardize the accuracy of model results. Therefore, we
kept the outliers in the dataset to promote the statistical significance of conclusions drawn by this thesis. However, failing to remove outliers warranted
heavy consideration of how their presence would impact results. Discussion
on the process of identifying the outliers and summaries of these values is
provided below.
Outlier detection was completed using boxplots, shown below, for each
of the 14 quantitative variables in the dataset. However, the only attributes
that had outliers were point ratio (three associated outliers), pace (four associated outliers), free throw rate (three associated outliers), steal percentage
(one associated outlier), block percentage (two associated outliers), offensive
effective field goal percentage (two associated outliers), offensive turnover percentage (two associated outliers) and opponent effective field goal percentage
(two associated outliers).

Figure 9: Boxplot for Butler Points Scored Attribute
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Figure 10: Boxplot for Opponent Points Scored Attribute

Figure 11: Boxplot for Point Ratio Attribute
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Figure 12: Boxplot for Pace Attribute

Figure 13: Boxplot for Free Throw Attempt Rate Attribute
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Figure 14: Boxplot for 3 Point Attempt Rate Attribute

Figure 15: Boxplot for True Shooting Percentage Attribute
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Figure 16: Boxplot for Total Rebound Percentage Attribute

Figure 17: Boxplot for Assist Percentage Attribute
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Figure 18: Boxplot for Steal Percentage Attribute

Figure 19: Boxplot for Block Percentage Attribute
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Figure 20: Boxplot for Offensive Effective Field Goal Percentage Attribute

Figure 21: Boxplot for Offensive Turnover Percentage Attribute
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Figure 22: Boxplot for Offensive Rebound Percentage Attribute

Figure 23: Boxplot for Defensive Effective Field Goal Percentage Attribute
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Figure 24: Boxplot for Defensive Turnover Percentage Attribute

Figure 25: Defensive Rebound Percentage Attribute

Upon further investigation, we discovered that most instances of unfavorable extreme values occurred in games during the height of the seasons.
More specifically, several adverse outliers were found to be associated with
games in late January or early February. During this time, teams experience
fatigue which could significantly impact their performance in an atypical and
negative way. For example, all of the low extreme values for Butler’s effective
field goal percentage and free throw rate were played during this time set. In
reverse, favorable outlier values were typically found from games played at
the beginning or very end of the season. This makes sense because at the
start of the season teams have more energy to play consistently. Also, with
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postseason opportunities at risk, Butler plays more focused and aggressive
for their last contests. Thus, under these circumstances at the bookends of
the semester, teams are enticed to perform above average.
Other instances of extreme values occur when the circumstances of home
court advantage may have been especially strong because of fan involvement.
For instance, several of the observations containing outliers are from when
Butler played its main rival, Xavier, regardless of location. In these cases, the
psychological factor of the game may have been greater given the intensity
of competitiveness and the passion of the screaming fans. Special events at
games such as ‘Senior Nights’ and the day Butler’s introduced its new puppy
mascot at Hinkle are also producers of outlier values when home. Once again,
the magnitude of fan involvement and emotional investment in these contests
is abnormally large and therefore it leads to extreme values.
At the end of this stage, 18 variables were left to utilize in the model.
Relationships between these attributes were shown through visualizations
outlined in the next section.

2.3

Data Visualization

Through the further conversion of the dataset into graphic and tabular formats in a process called data visualization, the information presented is more
understandable. Utilizing visual displays of the data allows mental models
to be formed and makes relationships between attributes easily recognizable.
It is also a core data mining technique that helps to identify patterns in the
dataset. In this section, the ggplot2 package in R was used to create a variety
of bar plots, tables, and scatter plots.

Boxplots of Point Ratio for Location by Season

Figure 26: Boxplots of Point Ration for Location by Season

Player turnover in college basketball is a frequent challenge to prolonged
analysis of teams. Due to NCAA regulations, each athlete has a predefined
amount of eligibility of four years barring injuries or redshirting. Essentially,
the only things bonding teams between seasons with no shared players are
potentially coaches, uniforms, and home court atmosphere. This means that
the Butler Men’s Team has always lacked consistency in personnel and skill.
Thus, it was important to first determine if the various teams under the
2013-2014 through 2019-2020 seasons were comparable enough to be lumped
together in this research to draw conclusions about the trends of Butler Basketball Progam. As a result, the above boxplots were generated to estimate
the extent of variability in team dynamics from year to year within the scope
of the thesis objective.
At first glance, it is clear that there is notable volatility between seasons as
the shapes of these boxplots are rather inconsistent. While there are several
factors that can contribute to this, it is safe to assume player turnover is
a major cause because the skill set available to produce points changes so
drastically over time. Therefore, as the boxplots display, this research must
proceed with some caution as acknowledging the everchanging makeup of
college teams is needed.
However, the boxplots also allude to some overall consistencies that make
analyzing the overall trends of Butler Basketball since joining the Big East
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in the 2013-2014 reasonable. For instance, the median of Point Ratio for
Home games tends to hover around the 100 to 120 mark. As any Point Ratio
above 100 indicates a win, this suggests that most seasons are characterized
by a winning average at home. On the other hand, the Away boxplots are
generally further to the left from season to season. Oftentimes their medians
are below the 100 Point Ratio. This implies that there is a clear tendency of
the Butler Basketball Program to have a losing average on the road.
Although it is necessary to be mindful of the obvious variability from season to season in the dataset, we see these consistencies despite the personnel
change. This hints at environmental factors that cannot graduate or leave
the team in four years. Ultimately, this strengthens the motivations behind
investigating the effect of home court advantage on scoring because while the
players across teams may not be similar, the Hinkle atmosphere links them.

Histogram of Point Ratio for Opponents by Location

Figure 27: Histograms of Point Ration for Opponents by Location
Although this thesis is performed within the context of Butler Men’s Basketball, it is important to analyze the conference in which they compete. The
strength of an opponent has a tremendous impact on whether or not a team
can perform up to their point production potential. This manifests in inconsistent centers of Point Ratio across various competitors which is critical
to acknowledge. Results made by this research are no means generalizations
that can yield success in every scenario. There are various factors that also
contribute to point potential and team success other than the home court
advantage under investigation. Understanding how Butler’s Point Ratio fluctuates while playing certain teams can help personalize the application of this
research’s results more appropriately to specific game decision making. The
magnitude of home court advantage varies from opponent to opponent and
thus preparation on how to leverage it in certain games may look different
than others. Not to mention, the basis of how coaches and players adapt
their habits and adjust game strategy between contests is mainly focused on
scouting the competition. Thus, for the practicality of utilizing this research
in actual Butler Basketball decisions and expressing it in a meaningful way
to those making the decisions, considering trends on an opponent level is
wise.
Unsurprisingly, Butler Basketball’s histograms of Point Ratio for each
Big East opponent reflect the trends of the conference standings over the
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years and team records. For instance, the histograms representing Butler’s
Point Ratio while playing the team notorious for consistently leading the Big
East, such as Villanova and Creighton, tend to be further to the left. In these
games, the Point Ratio tends to be below 100 indicating a losing score for
Butler. Weaker Big East programs, such as Georgetown and DePaul, tend
to be centered beyond 100 indicating Butler’s ability to confidently defeat
the same teams.
The magnitude of home court advantage within the specific opponent
analysis is certainly notable as it suggests where the impact of this effect is
potentially greatest. For some opponents, like Georgetown, there is not much
spread between home and away Point Ratio suggesting that the home advantage might not manifest as greatly or have as much of an effect over point
production in these contests. Other teams, like Villanova and Creighton,
have a higher distribution of home compared to away Point Ratio. This implies that perhaps the influence of home court advantage playing these teams
is of greater significance than to other teams.

Scatterplot of Offensive and Defensive Turnover Percentage by Location

Figure 28: Scatterplot of Offensive and Defensive Turnover Percentage by
Location
This plot displays how home court advantage for Butler influences the
team’s turnover percentage relative to the opponent. As Billy Beane identified in Moneyball, error statistics are detrimental to efficiency by giving
the opponent an opportunity to get one base and potentially score. While
this was in the context of another sport, an error event of sorts does exist
in basketball and has a comparable adverse impact. Turnovers, like an error in sports, are mistakes made by players that increase the likelihood of
the opponent reaching their point potential while simultaneously decreasing
the team’s own likelihood. They can be costly events because the competitor did not spend any scarce resources such as energy or time to get this
positive outcome while the team who committed the error did spend such
resources. Simply put, turnovers and errors alike represent the opposite of
efficient practices by wasting input.
Upon observing this plot, there seems to be less spread in Butler’s turnover
percentage for playing at Hinkle vs. other venues games. However, the reverse is true for the opponent’s turnover percentage. Intuitively this makes
sense as the concept behind ‘Hinkle Magic’ is that Butler plays higher quality
basketball when at home which implies better ball consistently better ball
control. This prevents frequent turnovers and can explain the concentration
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of data points between the 10 percent - 25 percent of Butler’s turnover percentage. Notice also, that the away values for this attribute have quite a few
observations higher than for at home. Ultimately, this too supports the idea
that Butler plays more precisely at Hinkle, and that in turn contributes to
fewer errors than they can error on the road.
On the other hand, opponents have greater volatility in their turnover
percentage while at Hinkle than in their own home arena. Butler is not
the only team thought to experience a home court advantage, and therefore,
others may also play less accurately. Hinkle is an away venue for opponents
so they are not privy to their own ‘magic’ and may commit more errors like
turnovers. This explains the fact that according to the graph, the opponent’s
turnover percentage tends to be less than Butler’s turnover percentage.
In short, like Butler, it is predicted that any team, being at home, will
have a more refined style of play that limits errors. It is important to keep
this in mind because comparing performance at Hinkle vs. other venues is not
necessarily straightforward. More specifically, away games are not just the
absence of Butler home court advantage, but also the existence of potential
opponent home court advantage. It is crucial to keep this in mind when
analyzing the results of this thesis because the differences in statistics by
location may not strictly be because of how Butler’s play changes in various
venues but instead how both teams’ play changes.

Scatterplot of Offensive and Defensive Rebound Percentage by Location

Figure 29: Scatterplot of Offensive and Defensive Rebound Percentage by
Location

Relative to location, this plot shows the trends in Butler’s rebound percentage while playing offense vs. defenses. Regardless of what side of the
ball Butler was playing prior to getting the rebound, these events give the
team an opportunity to score by securing the ball in their offensive possession. Thus, rebounds in turn mean more chances to score points which causes
many in the basketball community to consider them fundamental to team
success.
The above plot alludes to whether or not this skill is influenced by game
location. Unsurprisingly, it appears that offensive rebound percentage and
defensive rebound percentage tend to be higher when playing at home rather
than away which goes alongside the concept of home court advantage. In
Hinkle, Butler is better on both sides of the ball at retrieving missed shots for
possession of the ball. A possible explanation may be that rebounding takes
a lot of player aggression and effort to be the first to reach the basketball.
Perhaps, the high energy of the crowd and familiarity of Hinkle makes players
feel more empowered to play so assertively.
Also, it is important to note that taking the reciprocal of offensive rebound
percentage and defensive rebound percentage gives the set of all opponents’
defensive and offensive rebound percentages in the dataset respectfully. Thus,
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when playing Butler, opponents as a collective, have an advantage in this skill
when playing in their own venues. This is because the opponents’ offensive
and defensive rebounding is stronger when they are not at Hinkle. The fact
that the dataset hints at a home court advantage in this skill for Butler and
the collective rest of the Big East may suggest that this skill is a key place
where the phenomenon manifests itself in basketball.

Scatterplot of Offensive and Defensive Effective Field Goal Percentage by Location

Figure 30: Scatterplot of Offensive and Defensive Effective Field Goal
Percentage by Location

This plot displays offensive vs. defensive effective field goal percentage
relative to location. It essentially compares Butler’s shooting efficiency to its
opponent’s by utilizing a well-represented statistic across the sport. Effective
field goal percentage is closely related to the concept of point production
under investigation in this thesis because it measures how many of the team’s
shots were successfully completed compared to the number of times resources
were invested into this outcome. A high effective field goal percentage is
favorable because it shows that inputs are being fruitfully used more often.
In alignment with the idea of home court advantage, the Butler effective
field goal percentage is generally higher while playing at home than when
away. Returning back to the definition of this proposed phenomenon, “Hinkle Magic” suggests that the team plays tremendously better in its own fieldhouse. A key component of this is the belief that Butler is more successful at
shooting when at home which is supported by this graph. Because the direct
inputs on the court do not drastically change from home to away games,
the increase in efficiency in using resources must be influenced by external
factors. Effective field goal percentage is one of the most used statistics for
efficiency and so this graph is encouraging for the hypothesis that home court
advantage does in fact positively influence team efficiency.
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On the contrary, however, opponent effective field goal percentage is not
decisively greater when playing at their own fieldhouse in comparison to Hinkle. However, for a majority of observations, the attribute is higher when
in Indianapolis. Intuitively, one would expect the opposite since the opponent’s potential own home court advantage would cause their values for, what
Butler considers an away game, to surpass Hinkle game values. A possible
explanation for this may be that other Big East teams do not experience as
great of a home court advantage as Butler and therefore it is less prominent.
Further investigation on to why this is the case is suggested in the Future
Works section of this thesis where it recommends a similar analysis to be
done on each Big East team to determine the relative size of Butler’s home
court advantage.

Line Plot of Steal Percentage vs. Block Percentage by Location

Figure 31: Line Plot of Steal Percentage vs. Block Percentage by Location

The above plot exhibits two frequently reference defensive statistics Block Percentage and Steal Percentage. A majority of the attributes in the
Butler Basketball game log dataset describe offensive events, therefore it is
important to analyze these variables to investigate the defensive impacts of
home court advantage. While these types of skills do not directly produce
points, they can help a team regain possession of the basketball. Not only
does this open up the opportunity to score, but it takes that opportunity
away from the opponent giving them a competitive edge. These types of
defensive statistics are the link between point production and winning. Although the objective is to maximize baskets earned, whether or not the score
is enough to become a victory is based on the performance of the other team.
Defensive actions work to inhibit opponent point production while simultaneously creating openings for the team to score themselves. Simply put,
defense is the way successful point production can become profitable.
It can be seen that steal percentage tends to be higher for away games.
This is interesting because it goes against the notion of home court advantage. Steals are a positive event for the team that receives the ball as a result.
Therefore, it would be assumed that Butler would generate more when playing at home as a result of ‘Hinkle Magic’. While the results on this graph go
against the logical expectation, it is important to consider the role of defensive skills. None directly impact the score, but, they can create opportunities
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to score. Consequently, this means that not all positive defensive events, like
steals, turn into point. In other words, steals have to go through a ‘middle
man’ of sorts to increase the team’s scoring efficiency, which is the basis of
this thesis.
Block percentage yields observations more in alignment with the idea of
home court advantage. The plot shows that this skill is almost consistently
higher for Butler when playing at home vs. on the road. Essentially, blocking
is a defensive skill that requires a lot of aggression and effort. As mentioned
above with rebounding, the environment of Hinkle might empower players to
act upon these opportunities more and take more risks in hopes of a block.
Ultimately, this plot illustrates a point of caution to consider in this
research. Although defensive statistics are fundamental to the success of
the game, they do not directly contribute to efficiency in point production.
Therefore, their significance in terms of home court advantage will be harder
to analyze. Defensive skills can only earn points based on the actions that
follow them, and unfortunately, there is no clear data to connect them to their
output. Thus, these attribute can be interpreted in terms of the potential
they create for scoring, but the influence is not clear. Included in the Further
Works is a suggestion to quantify the value of defensive skills in terms of point
production to better establish the linkage between defense and the scoring
efficiency under investigation in this thesis.

At this stage, we had pre-processed the dataset, identified the relationships between the attributes, and discovered patterns. With this thorough
understanding of the data and useable format, it was time for model implementation.
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Chapter 3
Stochastic Frontier Analysis
This chapter will explain the mechanics of Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA)
and its parent model, the Production Possibilities Frontier (PPF). A discussion of the specific model used in this research, known as the “Stochastic
frontier analysis with technical inefficiency effects and endogeneity of one
input” (SFA-iee), and its application to the Butler Basketball Game Log
dataset is also included.

3.1

Production Possibilities Frontier

This research adopts a type of advanced version of the Production Possibilities Frontier known as Stochastic Frontier Analysis. To better understand
the significance of SFA, it is important to dissect the purpose and interpretation of its parent function. The PPF is an economic model typically used
in a manufacturing context. Simply put, this is a function that predicts the
maximum amount of output that can be created via a specific amount of input (Mankiw, 2021). When graphed, as seen in Figure 32, this model forms
a curve that establishes a boundary, or frontier, representing an operation’s
production potential. Any points that lie on this curve depict attainable
quantities of goods that can reasonably be made with current resources like
expressed by points A, B, C. Positions beyond the boundary, however, signify unrealistic output amounts given the capacity of available input, such as
point Y. In short, the area under the frontier captures all possible production
case scenarios for an operation.
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Figure 32: Possibilities Production Frontier

Playing into Billy Beane’s rhetoric, the PPF also gauges an operation’s
aptitude for efficiency (Mankiw, 2021). Points exactly located on the boundary illustrate the highest output quantity an operation can reasonably produce and therefore represent maximum production potential. To achieve this,
all resources must be fully and competently utilized. Thus, points along the
frontier illustrate operations running at peak efficiency.
All processes that can be modeled with the PPF model strive to function
on the frontier. Yet this is most commonly not the reality. Inefficiencies
cause operations to perform in the area under the boundary. This is exemplified by point X on Figure 13 and can occur for a variety of reasons. For
example, they “can be due to structural problems or market imperfections”
that contribute to working below the boundary (Mastromarco, 2008). Identifying these causes is a priority for many operations as acting inefficiently
wastes valuable input. Once determined, changes can be implemented to act
more competently and continually push the production position on the PPF
closer to the boundary.
Applied to a basketball context, the PPF from economics serves as a
legitimate model for gameplay. Although teams are not manufacturing goods
for sale per se, they are producing outputs via inputs. Given that the main
objective of competitively playing basketball is to beat the opponent rather
than to make a profit, the product is points scored instead of money. This is
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because the only determinant of winning is making, or manufacturing, more
baskets than the other team. In the operation of a basketball game, the
resources allotted to scoring are player skills, equipment, location, strategy,
time, and money to fund the program. As Moneyball proved, learning how
to efficiently utilize these inputs is the key to success in sports. Just like
most companies that use the PPF to evaluate their economic position, teams
are operating below their boundary, and that ultimately limits their success.
Another important and valuable component of the PPF is that it illustrates the economic concept of tradeoff (Mankiw, 2021). This fundamentally
makes operating on the frontier more complex and rare in reality. At its most
basic level of an operation that makes only two goods, this function’s graph
displays the quantity of output for one product plotted against the quantity
of output for the other interconnected product. Essentially, each point on
the PPF represents a possible combination of yield for both goods under the
constraint of shared inputs. Whether these inputs are labor, capital, technology, or materials, resources across every industry are scarce. Investing
more resources into one product diverts those from the other. Therefore, the
PPF depicts the give-and-take relationship that exists in operations in which
increasing the output of one good decreases the output of another when the
amount of resources remains fixed.
However, as is the case in many other industries, working towards efficiency in basketball is complex because of tradeoffs. The fact of the matter is
that resources for teams are undeniable scarce. For instance, one of the most
fundamental decisions during games is how much height to put on the court
at once. Generally, shorter players are more specialized in offense. Smaller
players tend to be faster at moving the ball around the court and typically
take more shots. Taller players, on the other hand, are beneficial for defense.
Their height allows them to block more shots and grab more rebounds. Consequently, deciding what stature of players teams should put on the court is a
tradeoff between offense and defense. Adding more short players to the game
will likely increase the offense aggression but at the cost of defense power.
In the vice versa case, putting taller players on the court gives energy to the
defense but at the expense of the offense. Tradeoffs cause coaches to face
several tough decisions of what to prioritize and what to sacrifice that are
generally filled with uncertainty.
Given the influence of tradeoffs, it is important to note that efficiency
can take one of two definitions in PPF - allocative or technical. Firstly,
allocative efficiency is a more global measure because of social tradeoffs so
that resources are best allocated throughout society. When achieved, the
sales price is equivalent to the marginal cost to produce an additional unit
of that good. This is due to the fact that under allocative efficiency, a
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product’s social benefit to the consumer matches the social cost of allocating
scarce resources to make that specific product. Essentially, the tradeoff price
paid by the consumer to receive the good is equal to the tradeoff price of
the producer and, therefore, resources are said to be allocated efficiently. On
the other hand, technical efficiency cares more about how input is utilized
within the system of an operation rather than the whole economy where
the customer is involved. It focuses on whether or not the inputs are being
properly maximized in production so that their value is fully extracted. In
essence, technical focuses on the wellness of an operation and allocative focus
on how the wellness of the total economy is impacted by that operation.
In basketball, prioritizing technical over allocative efficiency better suits
the nature of the game and industry. This is because the product produced
by teams are points that do not happen to have consumers. Fans may pay for
things like tickets or merchandise, but they do not buy the baskets specifically. Therefore, analyzing customer preferences to determine the social cost,
in this case, does not make much sense. Not to mention, while resources are
scarce in basketball, there, is no global shared pool of input. Teams do not
split players or their skills and, therefore, there are no tradeoffs that must be
made between consumers to determine who gets the resources.
In summary, even though the PPF is an economic model, the shared
focus on optimizing efficiency it shares with basketball makes it a reasonable
tool to help teams overcome uncertainty (Mankiw, 2021). This research
ultimately adopts a more sophisticated version of the PPF to calculate Butler
Men Basketball’s point production boundary and accordingly determine their
maximum scoring potential. From there, it analyzes which inputs are most
significant in creating said potential. Given the scarcity of resources in the
game, not every factor can be maximized to push the team’s performance
closer to the boundary. Thus, identifying the inputs that have the higher
influence in the PPF model will allude to what needs to be prioritized on
the court when tradeoffs must be made. In other words, this research aims
to guide coaches in decision-making by pinpointing the resources that help
them efficiently generate the most points to beat opponents.

3.2

Stochastic Frontier Analysis

The more advanced version of PPF being referred to above and that was
leveraged in this research is known as Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA).
Essentially, it is a parametric model used on time series data that analyzes
the technical efficiency of an operation (Mastromarco, 2008).
There is a nonparametric counterpart to SFA called Data Envelopment
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Analysis (DEA). The distinguishing features between these two models are
the assumptions they use and how they handle noise in the data. First and
foremost, SFA requires more distributional assumptions than DEA which
fundamentally is a big disadvantage (Theodoridis Anwar, 2011). However,
one of these assumptions is that a stochastic relationship between resources
and goods produced exists. This suggests that variation around the boundary
is due to noise as well as inefficiencies which more closely mimics reality. For
this reason, SFA is established more in economic theory than DEA and can
thus model basketball using the famous rhetoric of Moneyball.
There are two primary components to SFA. First is a stochastic production boundary that acts as a benchmark for evaluating an operation’s relative
efficiency. The other is a one-sided error term that is independently and identically distributed across the data. This captures technical inefficiency that
is associated with operational variables (Mastromarco, 2008). Through the
link between error and production factors, researchers are able to more easily
identify the determinants of inefficiencies. From here, specific suggestions can
be made on what practices within an operation might be changed in order to
increase efficiency. In short, the objective of the SFA model focuses on estimating and analyzing the efficiencies of the components in the sample data
to be directly applied within the context of the production (Mastromarco,
2008).
In the context of this research, a more specific version of the SFA model,
known as “Stochastic frontier analysis with technical inefficiency effects and
endogeneity of one input” and abbreviated SFA-iee, was required. The model
and advantages of its application to the Butler Basketball Game Log dataset
are further explained in later sections.

3.2.1

SFA-iee Model
ln y = ωx,0 ln xx + ωe,0 ln xe − ν exp(λ′0 z) + η

(3.1)

xx : vector containing the exogenous inputs and the constant term 1
xe : vector containing the endogenous input
subscript 0 denotes the ‘true’ parameter values
ψ0 ≡ (ω0 , λ0 ) is the parameter vector to be estimated, where ω0 ≡ (ωx, 0, ωe, 0)
k = (ln xx , q, z) is the vector of exogenous variables, where q is the vector of
‘external’ instrumental variables
ν is a positive random term with mean 1
η is a random term that accounts for the effects of unobserved heterogeneity
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z is a vector of variables that are hypothesized to influence the teams technical inefficiency
λ0 is positive (negative) when the corresponding element of z has a negative
(positive) effect on technical efficiency
η exp(λ0 ) is a non–negative term accounting for the presence of technical
inefficiency
Assumptions: E[η|k] = 0, and that ν and (η , k) are independent.

3.2.2

Estimation of the SFA-iee Model

Step 1: Calculates the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation of the endogenous input on external instrument variables and all exogenous variables
in the stochastic frontier production model. This estimation will be used in
Step 3.
Step 2: This stage consists of three subsets that together perform a NLS
(nonlinear least squares) estimation of the stochastic frontier production
model. This is used to calculate a non consistent and non efficient estimator
necessary for Steps 3 and 4.
Step 3: Estimation of the stochastic frontier production model is performed
using parameters calculated in Step 2 as starting values. A consistent but
non efficient estimator is calculated at this stage to be used in Step 4.
Step 4: Performs an estimate of the stochastic frontier production model as
in Step 3, however it uses parameters calculated in Step 3 as the parameters.
Thus, this stage produces a consistent and efficient estimator.

3.2.3

Further Stochastic Frontier Analysis Discussion

The application of Stochastic Frontier Analysis to Butler Basketballs Game
Log data from the 2013-2014 to 2019-2020 seasons was completed using a
more specific type of SFA model known as the “Stochastic frontier analysis
with technical inefficiency effects and endogeneity of one input”. Utilization
of this model was made possible via the sfadv package in RStudio. The advantage of the “Stochastic frontier analysis with technical inefficiency effects
and endogeneity of one input” relative to other SFA models available is that
it is compatible with mixed data. As can be seen in Chapter 2, this dataset
has 14 quantitative and 4 qualitative attributes.
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This model had several arguments that required specific types of attributes to be specified. In short, it estimates a stochastic production frontier
via a Method of Moments approach. Hence its name, the model accounts
for how input variables affect technical inefficiency and considers a singular
endogenous variable. In other words, the arguments are distinguished by
how their associated variable either does or does not influence production.
Thus, in leveraging the model for the Butler Basketball Game Log dataset,
it was necessary to heavily consider each attribute within the context of the
sport to determine how to fill the arguments. Several iterations of the model
were necessary to determine what combination of variables in certain arguments slots provided the lowest variability and was simultaneously practical
in terms of the domain.
In alignment with the objective of this thesis, Point Ratio was fed into
the argument y, representing the response variable. This is because Point
Ratio was created as a measure to combine point production relative to game
outcome. It thus provides an analysis of scoring efficiency in terms of the
game result.
Particularly important to fitting the model was differentiating between
exogenous and endogenous variables given the assumptions of Ordinary Least
Squares estimation used during SFA. For multiple regression, OLS requires
that there is no perfect multicollinearity between variables, especially in relation to the response; otherwise, the model cannot be estimated (Christoph
Hanck, 2021).
The presence of endogenous variables, however, violated the above assumption because they are defined as attributes that are explained or predicted by the economic model. Unfortunately, the Butler Basketball game
log dataset contained some of these variables because the response, Point
Ratio, is closely tied with some offensive attributes. In fact, it can even
be written as a linear combination of other variables in the dataset which
results in perfect multicollinearity. Luckily, SFA-iee accounts for a singular
endogenous input by estimating it on a set of external instrumental variables
and all exogenous variables (Desjeux Latruffe, 2020). This was the greatest
motivation for why this specific type of SFA model was employed in this
research. A majority of the Butler Basketball game log dataset’s remaining
variables, on the other hand, are exogenous variables and provided no threat
to violating the assumption of no perfect multicollinearity between variables.
Essentially, these types of attributes are taken as given and not explained or
predicted by an economic model.
Regressors pertaining directly to points scored were known to correlate
with the response variable and thus were considered as the one endogenous
variable allowed in the model. This is because Point Ratio can be written
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as the linear combination of Butler points scored and opponent points scored
because it is the ratio of these two attributes. However, as mentioned earlier,
these two variables were dropped in pre-processing because they provided
only redundant information that was already accounted for by the response.
This left OeFGPer and TSPer as the remaining point-related attributes that
may be correlated with point ratio. Offensive effective field goal percentage
was eventually chosen as the endogenous input for this model because unlike
true shooting percentage, it associates baskets with their direct point value
and is more closely linked to point ratio. Essentially, an effective field goal
percentage is an adjusted shooting percentage that accounts for the fact that
a basket behind the three-point line is worth three points and baskets inside
the arc are worth two points.
Ultimately, defensive attributes pertaining to the opponent were placed
in the model’s exogenous argument. It is important to regard the fact that
Butler can only realistically control its own performance and not that of
the other team. While Butler can use defensive tactics to indirectly prevent
opponent field goals, how the opponent responds to the defense is entirely reflective of the other team’s own scoring production. Also, how the opponent
performs defensively to deter Butler from reaching their point production
potential but it is not under Butler’s command. More simply put, the opponent’s actions do affect Butler’s efficiency but without the expense of their
resources or command. Therefore, since Butler cannot control the actions
of other teams, opponent-related statistics must be taken as a given in the
model. This meant that defensive effective field goal percentage, defensive
turnover percentage, and defensive rebound percentage were fitted into the
exogenous argument.
The remaining arguments to fill in the SFA-iee model were c.var, ineff,
and inst. A description of each of these arguments and the attributes that
filled them is provided in the table below. Essentially, the two external factors, home court and t were placed in c.var and inst respectively. This is
because c.var required a conditional attribute that indirectly impacted the
output which aligns, with the phenomenon of the concept of home court
advantage. More importantly, however, the significance of the variable in
c.var is analyzed through its own Fishers test and thus it was fitting to fill
it with our main attribute of interest. The variable t was placed in inst
because time is an uncontrollable external instrument but necessary for this
time series model. Not to mention, it is an essential factor to consider in college basketball when players turnover so quickly and team resources change
drastically over time as a result. Finally, the remaining on-court statistics
were placed into ineff because each of them affects technical inefficiency in
the system and is controlled by the opponent, rather than by Butler. These
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variables were offensive turnover percentage, assist percentage, true shooting
percentage, total rebound percentage, steal percentage, block percentage and
pace.

Figure 33: Argument Descriptions and Attribute Fulfillment

Once the final model was fitted, it yielded results on display and is interpreted in Chapter 4. Discussion on why this model was ultimately chosen
over other iterations and specific conclusions it alludes to for the Butler Basketball program is also provided in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, we further investigate and dra conclusions from the results
of the SFA-iee model fitted to Butler Basketball’s game log data from the
2013-2014 to 2019-2020 seasons.

4.1

Results

Following several iterations, a final version of the SFA-iee model was fitted
to the Butler Basketball game log datasets. This particular rendering was
ultimately chosen over others because its filled arguments made the most
sense within the context of the sport. Its output is given in the table below.
Under the thesis objective, analysis of these results pertains to identifying
whether home court advantage exists for Butler Basketball, and if so, how
does it manifest in performance data and predict team efficiency.
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Figure 34: Parameter Estimates from Step 4
First and foremost, these results support the idea of ‘Hinkle Magic’. We
see this from performing a Fisher test on the strength of the external instrumental variable of Home Court. Ultimately, the test refuted the nullity
of the parameters related to the external instrumental variables (p-value =
0.0255). In other words, the model suggests that Butler Basketball does experience a statistically significant home court advantage. However, it cannot
be because of ‘magic’ like the nickname ‘Hinkle Magic’ implies. There must
be a logical underpinning hidden within how the other attributes of interests
are affected by location.
When viewing how the model suggests home court advantage manifests in
the attributes of interest, it is important to be mindful of what direction they
influence Butler’s point ratio. As mentioned previously, point ratio was calculated by dividing Butler points scored by opponent points scored. In turn,
any ratio over 1 indicates a Butler win as this implies that the ratio’s numerator (Butler’s points) is greater than the denominator (opponent’s points).
Higher point ratios are ultimately favored because even if it is not over the
victory threshold of 1, the closer it is to this value, the closer the score must
have been. Therefore, any attribute estimate given by the model that is positive is advantageous because it suggests that the influence of this attribute
increases Butler’s point ratio. Variables that yielded negative estimates are
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just as valuable to the understanding of how team efficiency is impacted by
specific attributes. They simply acknowledge the disadvantageous factors in
a game.
It is important to note that growing this ratio can occur by either an
increase in the numerator or a decrease in the denominator, however, this
level of detail is not provided by the output. Shrinking the ratio can occur
for opposite reasons. Under these circumstances, conclusions can not be
drawn on whether the attribute is affecting Butler’s point ratio offensively or
defensively, though, the variable description itself may imply an answer.
Assuming a significance level of 0.01, it is possible to identify which attributes are statistically significant in predicting Butler’s Point Ratio. The
variables deemed statistically significant by the model and the direction of
their estimates are: log(DeFGPer ) (p-value = 0.0000) with a negative influence, log(DTOVPer ) (p-value = 0.0000) with a positive influence and
log(OeFGPer ) (p-value = 0.0005) with a positive influence. To summarize,
the data provide evidence to say that each of these variables impact the
Butler’s Point Ratio.

4.2

Conclusion

The above directions of the results are not entirely surprising. For instance,
it is intuitive that the model suggests an increase in the log(DTOVPer ) leads
to an adverse decrease in the point ratio. This is because as the opponent
becomes more efficient at shooting, the more points they will accumulate and
the more challenging it will be for Butler to surpass to win. On the other
hand, the model sensibly predicts that an increase in the log(DTOVPer ) will
favorably increase the point ratio. Ultimately, the opponent losing offensive
possession of the ball creates more opportunities for Butler to score unanswered points. Thus, this inflates the point ratio because it gives chances
to grow the numerator of the ratio without also growing the denominator.
Furthermore, the model suggests that an increase in log(OeFGPer ) gives a
desirable increase in point ratio as well. Reasonably, this makes sense because
Butler will score more points as their shooting efficiency upturns.
What is surprising about the results, however, is that two of the three
significant variables provided by the model are opponent-controlled. The
concept of ‘Hinkle Magic’ centers around the belief that is it Butler’s exceptional playing while at home that contributes to the advantage. This
model, though, would suggest otherwise. With a majority of its significant
variables belonging to defense, perhaps home court advantage is less about
the influence playing at Hinkle has on Butler as it does the opponents. In
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other words, maybe this phenomenon should instead be known as away court
disadvantage.
Possible explanations for the more frequent manifestation of home court
advantage in opponent-related statistics lie potentially in psychology. Hinkle, for context, becomes undeniably loud and energetic with Butler fans on
game day. Fans like to credit ‘Hinkle Magic’ to the game-day atmosphere
they create on game day to uplift the performance of players. But, perhaps
the negative energy received by the away team playing in such a hostile and
one-sided setting is more influential. Receiving boos from the home crowd
may be indicative of making more errors, like turnovers, or shooting less
aggressively. Further studies on this impact and the relative magnitude experienced by both teams opens an opportunity for future research, although,
it also presents quite the challenge. This is because there are few quantitative
data points that can capture such psychological or emotional effects.
Nevertheless given these results, this thesis research could potentially be
useful in developing game strategy for the Butler Men’s Basketball team.
Ultimately, the SFA-iee model identified which game log variables were significant in predicting the point ratio. It isolated what factors coaches and
players should maximize, or minimize, in order to directly impact their basket production. Since teams are in the business of producing points, doing
so will likely increase the efficiency of the Butler Men’s Basketball team by
investing scarce resources into the skills proved most significant by the model
rather than wasting them on variables less fruitful to the score.

4.3

Future Works

First and foremost, to strengthen the results of SFA-iee analysis in sports,
the value of defensive events needs to be defined. This is because the defense
does not directly produce points and this makes their effect on the scoring
efficiency of a team blurry. Defensive events instead open up opportunities
for future scoring by changing possession of the ball or can sway the outcome
of a game by preventing the opponent from earning baskets. Therefore, it
is obvious that defense is an important component of the game, however, it
is just hard to measure in the content of point production. Data must be
collected on defensive plays and the series of events that immediately follow
them to determine how frequently the offensive potential created by good defensive becomes fruitful. From there, the potential value of the defense event
can be assigned and these attributes can be better fitted into the model because the linkage between defense and point production would be quantified
and clearer.
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To build upon this research, the scope of the analysis must be extended
beyond Butler Basketball. For instance, game log data from across the Big
East Men’s Basketball programs could be aggregated and run through the
SFA-iee model to once again identify how home advantage manifests in performance conference-wide. Not only will this address larger trends in how
location affects basketball play, but it will also provide the Butler program
with richer insights on competitors. Coaches and players can more holistically
understand how each team reaches efficient point production and whether or
not the location is a factor to improve their decision-making when preparing
game strategies. Additionally, this extension of this thesis would help determine the relative size of Butler’s home court advantage. In other words,
it could solidify whether Butler’s self-proclaimed ‘Hinkle Magic’ is truly as
unique as the nickname ‘magic’ implies.
More ambitiously, this research could extend into the NCAA as a whole to
determine how home advantage manifests in performance throughout college
basketball. This would ultimately identify larger trends across the collegiate
version of the sport that could yield fruitful results for any team. In other
words, the impact and applicability of its results would reach much further
than could this research.
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